
The Peruvian electronic psychedelic band Dengue Dengue Dengue! was one of many musical groups forced to cancel performances when its

members failed to receive US visas in time. The problem stemmed from a hardware glitch at the State Department.

Credit: denguedenguedengue.com

In recent weeks, cultural events across the US had to cope with the sudden disappearance of international

performers from their lineups.

The Nigerian musician Sunny Adé, for example, had to cancel a US tour when his band’s visas didn’t come through in time. So

did the Peruvian electronic psychedelic band Dengue Dengue Dengue!

And Chicago’s Grant Park Music Festival abruptly lost all four of its British vocal soloists — leaving their replacements just one

week to learn the music.

The cause for all this cultural chaos? A hardware problem at the State Department that prevented the US from issuing visas for

more than two weeks. It didn’t just affect musicians. It affected all visa applicants, including tech employees and temporary

agricultural workers.

“What we’re hearing is that all the embassies are back online now,” says attorney Matthew Covey, whose consulting firm,

Tamizdat, helps foreign performers get US visas. “The hardware problem is supposedly solved.”
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The State Department said 335,000 visa applications were received while the system was down. Most of theose have reportedly

been processed — but Covey points out that the “ripple effects” may persist in coming months.

For example, Covey works with a British band that doesn’t need a US visa until mid-July. The question is how to get them the

visa, since that they’re on the road until then. “Logistically, it’s kind of a nightmare,” Covey says.

The immigration process for musicians is always tedious, but it’s usually straightforward enough. “When the system works,

which most of the time is the case, it’s nothing more than bureaucratic hoops and a fair amount of expense,” Covey says.

But when things do go wrong, immigration restrictions can have huge implications for the movement of musicians across the

world.

“The kinds of delays you can see can stretch for weeks to months to, in some cases, years,” Covey says. “And that certainly can

shut down an artist’s career in the US.”


